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Deoision 92-10-028 Ootober 6, 1992 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

. 
In the matter of the Application of ) 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY ) 
(U 338-E) for a certificate that the ) 
Present and FUture Publio convenience ) 
and Necessity Requires or will Require ) 
Edison to Construct and Operate a 220 ) 
kV Double-curcuit Transmission Line ) 
Between the Kramer substation and the ) 
Victor substation in San Bernardino ) 
County, california. ) 
------------------------------------) 

Ap~~icati6n 89-03~026 
(F~led March 20, 1989) 

ORDER MODIFYING DECISION 92-04-059 
AND DENYING APPLICATION FOR RKHRARIHG 

California Energy company, Inc. (CalEnergy) has tiled 
an application for rehearing of oecision (D.) 92-04-059 (the 
Phase II or April 22nd Decision), in which we allocated the co~ts 
of ~ertain transmission line facilities between the ratepayers of 
southern california Edison Company (Edison) and calEnergy. 
Edison has filed a response in opposition to calEnergy's 
application for rehearing, and calEnergy has filed a nMotion to 
striken Edison's response. 

As explained below, we haVe determined that sufficient 
grounds for granting rehearing have not been shown, but that oUr 
Phase II Decision should be modified. We are therefore attaching 
to this order a complete version of D.92-04-059 as nodified today' 

(the Modified Decision). 
Much of CalEnergy's application for rehearing is bas~d 

on the notion that the commission somehow erred by revising the 
Proposed Decision o! the Administrative LaW Judge (ALJ) . 
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However, publi6 utilities (P.U.)-COde § 311.(<1) speoifically" 
provides, inter alia, that *(t)he commission way, in issuing its 
deoision, adopt, ~odify, or set asid~ the proposed deoision or 
any part of the decision.- As the California Supreme Court has 
stated: -The commission need not accept any finding made by the 
ALJ-. (camp Meeker Water system. Inc. v. public utilities 
commission (1990) 51 cal. 3d 845, 86l, n.15.) 

calEnergy further contends that the commission erred 
by conforning the Phase II Decision "to the Phase I Decision 
(D.90-09-059] in order to be consistent with the legal 
conclusions contained therein." CApp./reh. at 17.) It then 
argues that this was "retaliatory8 (app./reh. at 21) and that the 
Commission "improperly considered- a lawsuit calEnetgy tiled in 
federal court against the commission (app./reh. at 16-21). 
CalEnergy's unsubstantiated allegation of *retaliation- does not 
reqUire any extended cliscussiohf our Phase II Deoision as 
modified today speaks for itself. We simply note that a degree 
of consistency between decisions in two phases of the same 
proceeding might be considered more of a virtue than a vice. 
Ind.eed, in its C01l\ID.ents oli the proposed decision, the Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) arqued that the Phase II Decision's 
treatment of the Lugo transformers shouid be more consistent with 
the Phase I Decision. 

calEnergy objects to the brief mention in our Aprii ' 
22nd decision of the financial difficulties of Luz International 

. . .. ... ~ . . '" - - . ' Ltd. (Luz) and the effect those d1ff1cult1es may have on the" 
completion of the 220 kV Kramer-victor iine authorized in our 
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Phase I Deoision,l Arguing that there was no ~ecord evidence 
concerning LUz's finanoial condition, calEnergy contends that 
consideration of Luz's financial condition led the commission to 
conclude that the overall effect of the 115 kV rebuild will be to 
increase line losses. (App./reh, at 9-11, 18-19.) Edison's' 
response to the application for rehearing notes that the brief 
discussion Of Luz's financial condition and its possible impact 
on the 220 kV line is unnecessary to the decision, and sugge~ts 

that it be deleted. We agree. 
As Edison points out, CalEnergy's application for 

rehearing ignores the real basis for the commission's finding 
concernfng line losses and the 115kV line: Edison introduced 
evidence of very substantial increases in line losses during the 
period after the'i15 kv line was placed in service and before the 
Kraner-Victor 220 kV line was scheduled to begin operation. 
ACcording to Edison's testimony, those increased line losses were 
so nuch larger than the smail reduction in line losses expected' 
after the 220 kV line is placed in service that, on balance over 
the life of the project, there will be an increase in line 
losses. Our April 22nd Decision clearly relies on this testimony 
in analyzing the line losses relating to the 115 kV iine. The 
Modified Decision attached to this order provides a more 
extensive exposition of our analysis of the line 16ss issue. 

1. The transmission facilities that are the subject of this 
proceeding were intended to accommodate QF (qualifying . 
facility) power generated by b~th,~l,Iz and calEn~rgy. PhaseI 
allocated the cost of certain facilities, including the Kramer
Victor 220 kV line, among Luz, CalEnergy, and Edison's. 
ratepayers, Our Phase I Decision, by approving it. sett:lement . 
between Edison and LUz, also deternined LUz's share of rebuilding 
a 115 kV line between ~ramer and victor. This 115 kV line was 
rebuilt in order to carry power generated by Luz and calEnergy 
prior to construction of the 220 kV line. Our Phase I Decision 
did not determine calEnergy's share of the cost of rebuilding the 
115 kV line; that is one of the subjects of Phase II of this 
proceeding. 
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Although not nentioned in the title of ¢alEnergy's 
pleading, its application for rehearing contains an alternative. 
request for the conmission to reopen the phase I and II 
proceedings, under P.U. Code § 1708. (App./reh. at 6, 13-14.) 
For the most part, this request is based on the April 22nd 
Decision's brief discussion of LUz's financial condition. 
However, we are deleting that brief discussion tron the Modified 
Decision that we approve today. 

In its request for reopening, calEnergy also alleges 
that due to Luz's financial difficulties wmaterial facts assumed 
by the commission have changed dramaticallyW since the issuance 
of the Phase I Decision. (App./reh. at 13.) CalEnergy also 
states that nLilf Luz will no longer be able to develop these 
projects or provide further payment toward its costs, the 
commission sh6uid [reopen the proceedings).w (App./reh. at 13-
14, emphasis added.) CalEnerqy,s request, however, does not 
specify what it expects to prove it the proceedings are reopened, 
and does not specify the relief it wants or why the commission 
should be concerned with any changed clrcumstances.

2 
The 

CommissiOn's authority to reopen proceedings under section 1108 

is discretionary. (See PGE&E co., D.92058 (1980) " caL P.U.C. 

2d 139, 149.) In light of calEnergy's meager shoving, we 
conclude that we should exercise our discretion by n6t granting 
its request to reopen. (Compare PG&E Co., supra.) 

As noted above, Edison filed a response in ~pposition 
tocalEnergy's application fOr rehearing. More than two months 

2. In an eariier opposition to a.similar CalEnerqy r~quest# 
Edison alleged that it had suspended construction activity and 
substantially limited the expenditure of funds on the Krarner
victor 220 kV project. (Edison Response to CalEnergy/s Motions 
of september 20, 1991 at 5.) calEnerqy's current request does 
not explain why there is any need to reopen the proceedings now 
in light of that prior allegation. 
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after Edison filed its ~esponse, CalEnerqy tiled its -Hot ion to 
strike southern California Edison Company's Response-, Acc6rding 
to calEnergy's pleading, in opposing the request to reopen Edison 
attached material not in the record of this proceeding that 
contradicts Edison testimony in another proceeding. CalEnerqy's 
request to reopen was based on an allegation of changed 
circumstances. Therefore, it was not improper for Edison to rely 
on material not in the record of this proceeding to argue that 
circumstances had not changed all that much. In any event, in 
deciding not to reopen the proceedings, we have not relied. on the 
material Edison attached to its response nor on Edison's reiated 
argument (which CaiEnergy claims 1s contradicted by the testimony 
caiEnergy has attached to its pleading). Rather, as explaIned 
above, we have decided that CalEnergy has not shown sufficient 
reason for Us to exercise our discretion to reopen. 

The renainder of calEnergy's -Motion to strike- is 

basically just a reply to Edison's response to caiEnergy's 
application for rehearing. We do not ordinarily allow an 
applicant for rehearing to file a reply to a response opposing 
its application for rehearing.) If this pleading had been 
titled a reply to Edison's response to CalEnergy's appiication 
for rehearing, our Docket Office would have rejected it. 
Accordingly, we wiil not discuss this pleading further. 

Our Phase II Decision allocated to calEnergy 23.8% of 
the cost of upgrading the Lugo transformers. In its application 
for rehearing, CalEnergy argues that it shoUld have been ordered· 
to pay only 12.1\. However, calEnergy's own witness testified 
that 

If there were to be any cost responsibility 
for the (Lugo) transformers imposed upon 

3. Compare P.U. Code § 1132, requiring the application for 
rehearing to specifically set forth the grounds on which the 
applicant considers the decision to be unlawful. 
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(calEnergy), sur~ly the a6st reasonable 
approach consistent with the CPUC Phase I 
decision would he the 23\ figure recoamended 
in Edison's Phase II testimony. 

We will furth~r discuss the reasons for adopting the 23.8\ figure 
in the Modified Decision. All we need note here is that 
calEnergy's argument that it shoUld pay a lower percentage 
essentiaily rests on the notion that Edison upgraded the LUgo 
transformers more than the amount necessary to serve LUz and 
calEnergy. As such, it is an argument about the reasonableness 
of the costs incurred by Edison. As the ALJ previously ruled· and 
as noted in the Modified Decision, the reasonabieness of Edison's 
costs are outside the scope of Phase It, but are an appropriate 
subject for a compiaint by caiEnergy against Edison. The 
Modified Decision determines only the percentage of costs to be 
ailocated to CalEnergy, not the dollar figure to which that 
percentage is to be appiied • 

In its application (or rehearing; CalEnergy further 
argues that it is unfairly discriminatory for the commission to 
require it to pay 23.8% of the cost of upgrading the Lug6 
transformers. CalEnergy contends that it should not pay 2j.8\ of 
the cost of upgrading those transformers since LUz, pursuant to 
the settlement agreement approved in the Phase I Decision, is not 
paying any of that cost. In making this argument, CalEnergy 
cites the federal Pubiic utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), 
16 U.S.C. § 824a-3, and the implementing regulations found at 18 
C.F.R. § 292.306. 16 U.S.C. § 824a~3(b) pr6vides~ in pertinent 
part, that under the implementing rules the rates utiiities pay 
for purchasing electric energy from a qualifying facil~ty 

el} shall be just and reasonable to the 
electric consumers,of the electric utility 
and in the public interest, and . 
(2) shall not discriminate against qualifying 
cogenerators or qualifying small power 
producers • 
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18 C.F.R. § 2~2.306(a) states I 

Each qUalifying faoiiitr shall be obli9ated 
to pay any interconnect on costs which the 
state re9ulaton', authority (with respect to 
any electrio utllity oVer which it has 
ratemaking author~ty) '." • may assess 
against the qualifying faoility on a 
nondiscrininatory basis with respect to other 
customers with similar load characteristics. 

calEnergy argues that these regulations specifically prohibit the 
commission froa allocating calEnergy 23.8\ of the cost of the 
Lugo upgrades when, pursuant to the settlement approved in Phase 
I, Luz is not paying for that particular interconnection 
facility. However, the Federal Regulatory commission ,(FERC) 
order adopting these regulations makes it clear that they dO not 

,cover allegations of discrimination between qualifying facilities 
(QFs) • 4 In its section-by-section analysis, FERC order No. '69 

says the following about §292.306: 

The commission finds merit in those corobents 
which suggested that the basis of comparison 
for nondiscriminatory practices in the 
proposed rule to "anY other customer" was too 
broad, and that the correct reference for 
nondiscrinination is the practice of the 
utility in relation to customers in the same 
class who do not generate electricity. 
(45 Fed. Reg. 12229-30 (February 25, 1980) 
emphasis added.) 

In short, the cited regulation deals with discrimination against 
QFs (who do generate_electricity) as compared with "customers in 

4. B6th calEnerqyand Luz have developed QFs in- the MohaVe 
Desert that are selling energy to Edison. This proceeding 
concern~, inter alia, the allocation of costs for the . 
interconnection facilities necessary for these QFs to deliver 
power to Edison. 
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the same olass who do not generate electrioity,- calEnergy is 
alleging discrimination against one QF as conpared with" another 
QF. The regulation simplY does not cover that situation. 

In any event, we do not find any discrimination here. 
LUz entered into a comprehensive agreement with Edison covering 
its interconnection costs. As part of that settlement LUz agreed 
to make substantial payments for a number of the interconnection 
faoilities, but was not allocated any of the cost of this 
specific tacility, i.e., the upgrading of the Lugo transformers. 
In approving the agreement in our Phase I Decision, we noted that 
Luz had colorable arguments that it should have been relieved of 
costs because there were system-wide benefits. (37 Cal. PlU.C. 
2d 413 at 446.) Rather than litigating those arguments, LUz 
chose to settle. None of the parties objected to the settlement, 
and we approved the overall settlement as reasonable. (37 Cal. 
P.U.C. id at 446, 461-62 (Conclusion of Law No. 13, Ordering 
paragraph No.2).) calEnergy did not settle with Edison: 
CalEnergy chose to litigate its claim that, because there were 
system-wide benefits; it should not have to pay for the 
facilities that have been the subject of Phase I and Phase it 6f 
this proceeding. Having lost its claim that it should be 
relieved of cost responsibility, calEnergy now seeks to benefit 
from a settlement that it did not make. Indeed, it seeks to rely 
on one of the nost favorable aspects of the LUZ/Edison settlement 
agreement, the lack of any cost allocation to LUz for the LUgo 
transformer upgrade. As we earlier noted with regard to other 
aspects of the settlement agreement, that agreement was the 
product of negotiation and ~reasonable when taken as a whole. n 

(37 Cal. P.U.C. 2d at 447 (emphasis added).) 
As a general matter, there is no unlawful discrimination 

where different prices are justified by different tactual 
circumstances. Moreover, in order to show discrimination one 
generally must show an undue preference. Here, there is no undue 
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preference and oircumstances are different. The benefits that 
Luz has obtained are the result of a negotiated settlement 
agreement that the Commission has approved as reasonable when 
taken as a whole. Thus, any benefits that Luz has obtained are 
not undue. In any event, the fact that Luz settled with Edison, 
while calEnergy chose to litigate, constitutes a significant 
factual difference justifying the different contributions the two 
QFs must make to the cost of upgrading the Lug6 transforD~rs. 

As we explained in our Phase I Decision, we are 
neither increasing nor decreasing CaiEnergY's share of the costs 
based on the fact that Luz has settled. Thus, we are not 
discriminating against CalEnergy. (See 37 Cal. P.U.C. 2d at 
447.) Rather, we have determined, based on the record before us, 
what CalEnergy's fair share of the costs of upgrading the Lugo 
transformers should be. TO allocate to calEnergy less than that 
fair share and give it the benefit of a settlement that it did 
not make could undermine one of the incentives for parties to 
settle, and thus undercut the public policies encouraging 
reasonable settlements. (COmpare 31 cal. P.u.c. 2d at 445-46.) 

calEnergy further argues that the Phase II Decision 
errs in the allocation of the costs of the Lugo transformer 
upgrades because it *contradicts the intent of the commission's 
orderW. (App./reh. at i4.) To determine "the intent of the 
commission's order", CalEnergy relies on a newsletter report of 
remarks made by one of the Commissioners at the April 2ind 
meeting at which the commission approved the phase II Decision. 
As we said above, our decision speaks for itself. 

\<Je have carefuily considered all of the issues and -
arguments raised in CalEnergy's application for rehearing. No 
other arguments raised in that application require further 
discussion here. We will, however, modify the Phase II Decision 
to better explain the reasons for our order. GiVen these 
modifications, we are of the opinion that SUfficient grounds for 
granting "rehearing have not been shown • 
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Findings of Fact 
1. LUz has not been granted any undue preference with-

regard to the Lugo transformers, the benefits that Luz has 
obtained are the result of a conprehensive negotiated. settleJl.ent 
agreement concerning interconnection costs that the commis~ion 
has approved. as reasonable when taken as a whole. 

2. The fact that Luz chose to settle while CaiEnel'gy 
chose to litigate constitutes a siqnificant factual difference
justltyinq the different contributions the two QFs Dust Bake to 
the cost ot upgrading the Lugo transformers. 

3. CalEnergy is only being required. to pay its fair share 
of the costs of the LUgo upgrade; its share has been neither 
increased nor decreased as a result of the Luz settlement. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. under Public utilities code § 311(d), the commission 
need not accept any finding Jrlade by the ArJ, and may modify or 
set aside the ALJis proposed decision or any part of it • 

2. The comnission should not grant calEnerqy's request-to 
reopen the proceedings; calEnergy's showing was insufficient to 
justify reopening. 

3. The federal reguiation found at 18 C.F.R. §292.306 
does not apply to allegations of discrimination against one 
qualifying facility (QF) as compared with another QF. 

4. In any event, requiring CalEnergy to pay 23.8% of-the 
cost of upgrading the LUqo transformers (even though LUz is not 
paying any of those partIcular costs) does not discriminate 
against calEnerqy. 

THEREFORE, good cause appearing, 
IT IS ORDERED that: 

_ 1. 0.92-04-059 as approVed on April 22, 1992 is modified 
and replaced by modified 0.92-04-059, Attachment 1 hereto • 
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2. Rehe~rlng of 0.92-04-059 as thus modified is denied. 
This order is effective today. 
Dated October 6, 1992, at san Franoisco, California. 

DANIEL Wm~ FESSLER 
president 

JOHN B. OHANIAN 
PATRICIA N. ECKERT 
NORMAN O. SHUMWAY 

cOJ\missioners 

, f'{ mAl nus DEClS\oN 
1 CERn, . UE ABOve 

. "p' PROVED aV In .-
WAS " lOpA~ , . 

COMMISSIONERS. ",~, .'. . 
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Deoision 92-04-059 
as modified by Deoision 92-10-028 on October 6, 1992 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTiLITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the llatter of the Application of ) 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY ) 
(U 338-E) for a certificate that the ) 
present and FUture Publio convenience ) 
and Necessity ReqUites ,or will Require) 
Edison to construct and Operate a 220 ) 
kV Doubie-curcuit Transuission Line ) 
Between the Kramer substation and the ) 
victor substation in san Bernardino ) 
County, california. ) 
-----------------------------------) 

Application S9~03-026 
(Filed March 20, 1989) 

(Appearances are listed in Appendix A.) 

OPIHIOII 

This decision resolves outstanding issues in Phase II of 
this proceeding by aliocating the costs of certain transmission 
line facilities between the ratepayers of southern california 
Edison company (Edison) and california Energy Company (CalEnergy). 
CalEnergy is a qualifying facility (QF) which reqUires the 
interconnection facilities f6rits operations in the Mohave Desert. 
We find that calEnergy should pay for 23.8% of the costs of certain 
capacitors and transformers and 100% of the unallocated costs of 
other subject facilities. 

I. Background 

Edison filed this application seeking a certificate of 
public convenience and necessity for construction of transmission 
facilities between the Kramer and Victor substations in the Mohave 
Desert. The facilities were planned to interconnect generating 
plants owned by CalEnergy and Luz International Ltd. (Luz) to 
Edison1s system • 
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We have alreadY issued Deoision (D.) 90-09-059 in phase I 
of this proceeding, allocating slightly over haif of the 
transmission line costs between Edison's ratepayers, CalEnergy, and 
Luz. D.90-0~-059 approved a settlement reached between Edison and 
Luz which resolved all cost allocation issues as they pertain to 
Luz. The Commission allocated to CalEnergy a proportional share of 
the total costs of the Kramer-Victor 220 kV line, about 24%1 we 
allocated to ratepayers all costs which were not allocated to 
CalEnergy or Luz, abOut 31\. 

In D.90-09-059, we stated our intent to determine, ina 
second phase of this proceeding, remaining allocation issues as 
they pertain to CaiEnergY. In this part of the prOceeding, we 
address transmission faciiities which are ancillary to the mairi 220 

kV line. The ancillary facilities include a li5 kV temporary 
transmission line between the Kraner and Victor Substations (nilS 
kV rebuild-), 500/220 kV 1120 MVA transformers installed at the 
Lugo substation (·Lugo transformers"), and the Inyokern-Kramer 220 

kV line. 
Pursuant to a ruling of the assigned administrative law 

judge, hearings in this proceeding did not consider the 
reasonableness of costs incurred by Edison. AccordinglY, this 
decision determines the allocation of costs but not the 
reasonableness of them. Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) has 
stated its intent to consider reasonabieness at a later time. 
CalEnergy has stated its intent to file a complaint against Edison 
regarding the appropriateness of the facilities it installed and 

their costs. 
II. standards for oeterai..(liW,cost 

Allocation of the Facilities 

A major issue in this proceeding has been the standard 
under which the commission will determine how to allocatec6sts. 
In Phase I of this proceeding, the issue was hotly litigated. The 
Commission initially considered the issue of who should pay for 
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transmission upgrades assooiated with new QF develop~ents in 
D. 85-09-058, In that deoision, we found 9Emeraliy that faoilities 
which do not provide benefits to ratepayers (or Msystem-wide 
benefitsN) should no~ be paid for by ratepayers but by the QFs who 
require them to interconneot to the utiiity-systea. Ratepayers 
would pay for taoilities which provided system-wide benefits. we 
affirmed this policy in 0.90-09-059 in Phase I of this proceeding. 

ORA recommends in this proceeding that where ratepayers 
receive only a partial benefit from a faci.lity, costs be allocated 
according to that benefit. CalErtergy objects to VRAis proposal. 
DRA's proposal has consi.derable conceptual appeal. However, 
0.90-09-059 rejected a strict cost-benefit approach on the basis 
that we have not defined parameters for undertaking cost-benefit 
analysis and would therefore await a determination in long-run 
avoided cost proceedings. 

calEnergy raises the issue of burden of proof. It argues 
that Edison; as the applicant, must carry that burden with respect 
to obtaining the relief it seeks. We agree. It is Edison's burden 
to demonstrate the reasonableness of its proposals in the first 
instance. Once it has provided reasonable support for its 
proposals, however, it is up to opposing parties to demonstrate the 
superiority 6f their own proposals or provide evidence which rebuts 
the applicant's position. ~his is consistent with our finding in 
Phase I of this proceeding in which we found that parties who 
asserted that the 220 kV line provided system-wide benefits had not 
met their burden to "clearly denonstrate that the proposed project 
will provide system-wide benefits." Therefore, consistent with 
D.85-09-058 and D.90-09-059, we will allocate CalEnergy its sha~e 
of costs where there is no clear demonstration of system-wide 

benefits. 
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III. POsitions of the Parties and DiScussion 

EdisQn and ORA argue that the faoilitles which are the 
subjec~ of this part of this proceeding provide no system-vide 
benefits. Both believe ali of the facilities w&k-e construotecl 
solely for the pUrpose of interconnecting projects owned bY LUz and 
CalEnerqy. consequently, Edison and DRA recommend that ail 
associated costs be borne by J~z and CalEnergy. Because 
D.90-09-059 resolved ali cost allocation issues tor LUZ, Edison and 
DRA recommend that cal Energy bear all remaining costs of the 
subject facilities. Edison initiallY proposed certain costs be 
allOcated to ratepayers, as discussed below. 

CalEnergy arques that all of the subject facilities 
provide system-wide benefits and that, therefore, ratepayers should 
bear the costs of the facilities. 

The parties' positions on each facility are discussed 

below. 
A. The 115 kV Rebuild 

1. Reduction of Line LOsses 
When power travels between two points on an electrical· 

transmission line; a portion of the power is lost primarily due to 
the heating of the line. Line losses are prop6rtionai to the 
resistance of a line and to the square of the current flowing in 
the line. 

calEnergy claims that the 115 kv rebuild reduces line 
losses. Edison and DRA argue that any system-wide benefits from 
reduced line losses are already recognized in avoided cost 
payments. Recognizing the reduced line losses aq~in, therefore, 
would be double-counting the benefit. DRA points to D.82-12-120 

which states that the commission would not make indiVidual line 
loss adjustments for remote QFs and would instead aggregate line 

losses for all QFs. 
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Edison adds that net line losses will actually inorease 
oVer its system by $3-6 million per year prio~ to the co~pletion ot 
the 220 kV Kramer-victor line because of. the-new QF gEHleration. 
According to both Edison and CalEnergy, line loss savings for all 
years after completion of the 220 kv ~ramer-Vlctor iine total tess 
than $1 million (net present valUe). 

CalEnerqy states that DRA and Edison misconstrue the 
Commission's treatment of line lOsses in aVoided cost calculations. 
According to CalEnergy, line loss savings attributable to QFs and 
those attributable to a speoific line rebuild are distinguishable. 
It believes the line loss savings in this case are not attributable 
to the QF but to the 115 kv rebuild itself. calEnergy comments 
that these reduced line losses would accrue to Edison's ratepayers 
whether the rebuild had been constructed to accommodate a QF 
project or one of Edison's own projects. CalEnergy believes; 
therefore, that ratepayers receive system-wide benefits frOm the 
rebuild that are not recognized already in avoided cost payments • 

2. Other POtential system-wide Benefits 
CalEnergy believes ratepayers will realize system-wide 

benefits other than line loss savings from the 115 kV rebuild. 
First, Cal Energy believes that load growth in the Kramer-victor 
area would haVe required the construction of the 115 kV rebuild by 
2008. On this basis, CalEnergy estimates the net present Value of 
benefits to ratepayers iron the line to be about $4 million. 
Edison does not agree, arguing that regional growth will not 
require the additional transmission facility within the forseeable 
future. Edison rejects calEnergy's assumption of 11% annual·ioad 
growth in the area as excessive. 

Second, Cal Energy argues that the construction of the 
115 kv rebuild allows Edison to defer installation of a third 
transformer bank at victor substation j saving ratepayers about 
$2.6 million. These transformer banks woUld convert 220 kV power 
to 115 kV power which, in this case, is required in order to serve 
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regional load when back-up power is needed. Instead Of conveiting 
220 kV power, the utility may simpiy Use power over a 115 kV itne:~ 
such as the subject i15 kv rebuild. CalEnergy states the 115 kV 
rebuild will displace an additiona~ transformer bank. Edison takes 
issue with calEnergy's assessment. Edison states that it has 
several alternative sources of 115 kV power it it requires back-up 
power in the area. Edison also argues that it will require a 
transformer upgrade at victor when load in the area hits 
559 megawatts (MW) with or without the 115 kV rebuild. 

Third, CalEnerqy states the construction of the 115 kV 
rebuild increases the amount of capacity that can he delivered from 
the area north of Kramer to Edison's system. caiEne.rqy believes a 
change made to Edison's remedial action scheme (RAS, an operational 
plan Used, in part, to establish when power curtailments over a 
line are necessary) demonstrAtes its point. Prior to the t15 kV 
rebuild, the RAS reqUired curtailments when power over the 
Kramer-Lugo lines reached 900 MWt after the rehui1d, the RAS 
requires curtailments when power over the Kramer-Lugo lines reaches 
950 MW. The 50 MW increase in deliverable pOwer, according to 
CalEnergy, results from the 115 kV rebuild. 

Edison asserts that the change to the RAS does not shOW 
that additional power can be delivered to its system. According to 
Edison, the portion of the RAS to which CalEnergy refers concerns 
power over the 220 kV Kramer-Lugo line. The 115 kV rebuild in no 
way changes the thermal rating of that line or the amount of power 
which can be transmitted over it. Edison also states that before 
the 115 kV rebuild, the RAS provided for aut6Batic curtailm.ents 
when power flows exceeded 900 HW; since the 115 kV rebuild, the RAS 

provides for manual curtailments when power flows exceed 950 MH. 
Edison adds that changes to the RAS were necessitated by the energy 
brought into the system by ca1Energy and Luz and cost approximately 

$1 million . 
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Finally, CalEnergy believes the e~isting 115 kV line was 
old and substandard and that the rebuild would have been required 
for safety reasons in the near future notwithstanding the 
addi~ional QF power in the area. Edison states the line would have 
been safe and useful for the iorseeable future. 

DiscUsSion. calEnergy has not demonstrated that the 
115 kV rebuild will provide system-wide benetits. The evidence does 
not demonstrate that the 115 kV rebuild wouid have been required to 
accommodate regional load growth by the year 200Bi calEnerqy's 
estimates require an assumption that load in the Mohave Desert will 
increase sixteen-fold over a sixteen-year period. We concur with 
Edison that CalEnargy's regional load growth estimates are highly 
improbable and are not suppOrted by independent documentation. 

we also doubt whether the lis kv rebuild allows Edison to 
defer a third transformer bank at the Victor Substation. Edison 
admitted that it will use the 115 kv rebuild for back-up power just 
as it used the pre-existing 115 kV line for that purpose. N~thing 

in the record, however, suggests that Edison would have reqUired a 
third transformer bank at the victor SUbstation in the near future 
or that existing 115 kV capacity would not haVe been adeqUate 
without the 115 kV rebuild. 

Neither does CalEnergy show that the 115 kv rebuild will 
increase system capacity. Changes to the RAS may lend credence to 
calEnergyts conclusion that the 115 kV rebuild increased system 
capacity. However, the RAS alone dOes not demonstrate the 1i5 kV 
rebuild increased system capacity. Edison may haVe changed its 
operational procedures for any of SeVeral reasons. The critical . 
issue is whether the 115 kV rebuild increased c~paclty over the 
Kramer-Lugo 220 kV line or other lines. calEnerqy does not provide 
evidence to support this claim. 

Finally, the record does not clearlY demonstrate the 
existence of any system-wide benefit in the area of line loss 
savings. The record shows that line losSes are likely to decrease 
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slightly on Edison's system after the Kramer-Victor 220 kv ilne Is' 
cOlllpleted. calEnergy estimated the total net present value of 
those savings as being sowewherein the range of $660,000 to 
$870,OO()'. Edison's fiqure for those savings was siightly iower. 
Edison also calculated what would happen to line losses during the 
period before completion of the Kramer-victor 220 kv line. Edison 
calculated that line lOsses would increase by approximately $3-6 
million per y~ar during that period. The QFs using the 115 kV 

rebuild came On line in December 19891 and th~ Phase I Deoision 
projected that LUz's 2nd unit would corne on line in september i990. 
The earliest date projected in our Phase I Decision for completion 
of the Kramer-Victor 220 kV line was towards the end of 1991. 

(0.90-09-059, 37 Cal. P.U.c. 2d 413, 419, 428, 463 n.l.) Thus, 
based on Edison's testimony it appears that line losses would 
increase by an amount siqnificantly exceeding $3 million before 
there could be any line loss savings. Moreover, those line loss 
savings woul.d he worth less than $1 mil.lion in totaL Thus, based. 
on the testimony presented and considering the periOds both before 
and after completion of the 220 kV line, it appears that the 
overall effect of the 115 kV rebuild wil.i be to increase line 
l.osses. 

CaiEnergy tried to undermine Edison's estimate of the 
line loss increases through cross-examination and argument. 
HoweVer, in light of the vastly different magnitude of the figUres 
for the two periOds ($3-6 million per year in increased line iosses 
until completion Of the 220 kv line and less than $1 million in 
total foi all years thereafter)", even after consideration of 
calEnergy's argum~nts we are not convinced that Edison's estimate 
is so far off the mark that we can conclude that there will be any 
line loss savings taking both periods into account. We als6 note 
that calEnergyi s witness did not present an estimate as to what 
would happen to line lOsses during the period before coropletionof 
the 220 kV line. This omission fron his testimony further suggests 
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. that line iosses would indeed inorease during this periOd. In s~, 
the record before us does not oiearly demonstra"te the e)(istence Of. 

. . 

any systen-wlde benefit 1n the area of line loss savings. 
consistent with the Phase I Deoision, in the ab~enc~ ot 

any clear showing of system-wide benefits we will allocate costs to 
calEnergy. pursuant to the settlement agreenent between LUz and 
Edison, LUZ agreed to pay 51.62\ 6f the cost of the 115 kV rebuild. 
This ieaves approximately 48.38% of those costs unallocated. The 
115 kV rebuild is designed to carry 310 MW of QF power, 160 Hw from 
LU~ and 150 MW from CalEnergy. This means that nearlY 51~62% of the 
QF power on the rebuild comes trom LUz and about 48.39\ from 
calEnergy.1 Therefore, CalEilergy should pay the costs af the 115 
kV rebuild not previously allocated to Luz. In this way, calEnergy 
will pay the costs it has caused to be incurted. 
B. Luge) "l'raDsfonters 

In order to accommodate the facilities of calEilergy and 
LU~, Edison Upgraded the transformers at the Lugo substation" The 
transformers increased the capacity at Luga from 100 MVA (the 
anount of power which can safely flow across the transformers) to 
240 KVA. CalEnerqy states that its facilities require only 12.i\ 
of the added capacity. ~he eXcess capacity on the transformers; 
according to CalEnergy, represents a system-wide benefit and should 
be paid for by Edison's ratepayers. 

caiEnergy supports its argument by pointing to Edison's· 
plans for interconnecting a biomass plant and a geothermal plant at 
Kramer. It also points to Edison's testimony that Texaco has an 

.1 These figures differ from the percentaqes on the 220 kV .. 
Kramer-Victor line. The 115 kV rebuild was designed to transmit 
the initial incremento! generation fron Luz and calEnergy. The 
Kraner-victor 220 kV line was designed to carry a total of 630 KW 
of QF power, including additional power fron Ltiz • 
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option to purchase the Coolwater 5 faoility which would Use the 
increased capaoity of the upgraded LUgo transformers. Finally, 
calEnergy refers to Edison's filing in the Commission's 
transDissi6n access investigation (I.90-09-~50), in which Edison 
proposed transformer u~rades at LUgO prior to the addition of 
CalEnergy's and Luz's power. 

DRA and Edison state the upgraded LUgo transformers were 
required soleiy to accommodate calEnergy and LUz power. Edison 
states it did not plan to upgrade the transformers. It also argues 
that the plans to which calEnergy refers concern interconnection 
faciiities inVOlving or affecting other utilities. The 
transformers, according to Edison, are not interconnection 
fabilities affecting other utilities. Edison proposes that 
CalEnergy pay for 23.8% of the cost of the Lugo transform~rs. 
Edison states that it upgraded the Lugo transformers to accommodate 
an additional 630 MW of QF generation from calEnergy and Luz. The 
23.8\ figure thus represents calEnerqy's 150 HW share of the total 
of 630 z.rn. That is the same percantage as D.90-09-059 allocated to 
CalEnergy for the costs of the Kramer-victor 220 kV line. 

DRA opposes Edison's proposai to require ratepayers to 
bear 76.2\ of the costs of the Lugo transformers. It states that 
Edison foresees no system-wide benefits from the transformers t but 
would allocate a large share of their costs to ratepayers anyway 
because of a faulty interpretation of the Phase I decision. In 
that decision the commission allocated a share of certain expenses 
to ratepayers after concluding the parties had not presented enough 
evidence to show system-wide benefits. DRA believes there have 
been ample time and opportunity for the parties to demonstrate 
system-wide benefits in Phase II. 

CalEnergy characterizes DRA's propos~d allocation as 
unfair and discriminatory on the basis that Luz will use capacity 
on the transformers but will not pay for a share of their 
installation. DRA would have CalEnergypay for all of the costs of 
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the transformers'which, according to calEneiqy, is contrary to 
commission polioy. While CalEnerqy's witness ar<jUed that calEnergy 
shoUld not have to pay tor the LOgo transformers because there were 
system-wide b~nefits, he conceded that, it calEnergy were to bear 
any cost responsibility tor the LUqo transforners, the most 
reasonable approach consistent with the phase I decision would be 

the 23\ figure recommended by Edison. 
Discussion. It is unclear whether the LUgo transformers 

will provide system-wide benefits. Edison may be able to use the 
surplus capacity at the Lugo substation as new projects come on 
line in the area. Edison's rebuttal that the faoilities do not 
affeot other utilities fails to convince us otherwise. On the . 
other hand, the record does not demonstrate near-term system-wide 
benefits, and Edison has shown the reasOnableness of its proposal 
in the first instance. In short, as was the case with the 115 kV 
rebuild, the record before us does not clearly demonstrate the 
existence of any system-wide benefit fron upgrading the Lugo 
transformers. 

consistent with the phase I Decision, in the absence of 
any clear showing of system-wide benefits we will allocate costs to 
CalEnergy. Again we consider what share CalEnergy should bear, 
The settlement adopted in Phase I of this proceeding resolved all 
cost allocation issues as they affect LUz, as explained earlier., 
The settlement did not alloCate any costs of the Lugo transformers 
to Luz. As we explained in our Phase I Decislon (D.90-09-059), the 
Luz Agreement shoUld not be used to increase or decrease 
CalEnergy's share of the costs. Thus, we cannot accept ORAlS 

proposal, which would increase CalEnergy's share of the ~ugo 
transformer upgrade based on the fact that Luz has not paid 
an}!thing for it. Instead, as in Phase I, we look to the relative 
proportions of the project designed to serVe Luz and CalEnergy, 
Edison testified that the Lugo transformer upgrade was intended to 
accommodate an additional 630 Ml'l of QF generation from CalEnerqy 
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and Luz. CalEnerqy is responsihl~ for iSO MW (ot ~3.S\) 6f that 
636 KW. Therefore, CalEnerqy should be respOnsible for,23.8\ of 
the cost of the Lugo transformer upqrade. 2 Although CalEnergy 
now argues for a lover percentage, we note that its own witness 
agreed that if'calEnergy should be heid respOnsible for a share of 
t~e Lugo transformerst that was the nost reasonable figure 
consistent with the Phase I Decision. 
c. Inyokern-Kra.er 220 lev Liile 

In interconnecting its facilities to Edison's system, 
Cal Energy installed a 220 kV conductor on e~isting Edison towers 
from near Inyokern to Kramer. Edison permitted this use of its 
towers, saving CalEnergy about $15 million Which it would have 
otherwise had to spend securing rights of way and constructing 
towers. The parties do not dispute that there are no system-wide 
benefits associated with this 220 kv line. CalEnergy proposes, 
however, that the Conmission order Edison to reimburse CalEnergy if 
Edison eventually uses the facility following an upgrade of its 
i~yokern sUbstation. 

Edison states it has no plans to use the facilities and 
opposes calEnergy's proposal to leave cost allocation for the 
facilities open-ended. ORA argues that calEnergy has received 
substantial benefits from the use of the towers. ORA belieVes that 
ratepayers are put at risk for foregoing the use of the capacity on 
the towers and should therefore not assume any additional costs in 

the future. 
Discussion. Edison provided CalEnergy with capacity On 

its towers at no charge to CalEnergy, saving CalEnergy an enormous 
investment. We agree with ORA and Edison that ratepayers have 

2 ~e remind Edison and CalEnergy that this decision does not 
deternine the reasonableness of the costs incurred by Edison, but 
only the percentage of costs to be allocated to CalEnergy. 
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nsharedW enough of their assets with CalEnergy and should not bear 
any tuture costs assooiated with the line. The line provides nO 
systen-wide benefits. The record does not show that system-wide 
benefits are anticipated in the near future. Moreover, there is no 
evidence to suggest that Edison's use of the conductor would inpOse 
any incremental cost on CalEnerqy. CalEnerqy cannot expect both 
free use of Edison's towers and -reimbursement- when calEnerqyis 
facilities are used in ways which impose no costs on CalEnergy. 
Accordingly, we will not require Edison or its ratepayers to 
reimburse cal Energy at some future date if Edison does upgrade the 
Inyokern Substation. 
o. Other Ancillary FacilitIes 

Edison installed certain other facilities in order to 
interconnect Luz and CalEnerqy. Those facilities include Kramer 
substation capacitor banks, telecommunications, and a 220 kV 
operating bus at Kramer. CalEnerqy does not argue on brief that 
any of these facilities provide system-wide benefits to ratepayers 
and the evidence does not support a finding of such benefits. 

Edison recommends that CalEnergy be allocated 23.8\ of 
the cost of the capacitor banks. we will adopt Edison's 
reconnendation that CaiEnerqy pay for only 23.8% of the cost 6£ the 
capacitor banks t even though we cannot make a finding of systen
wide benefits. This percentage reasonably reflects calEnerqy's use 
of the capacitor banks relativ~ to Luz's use of the capacitor 

banks. 
The unallocated costs of other ancillary facilities will 

be allocated to CalEnergy. 
FindiDgs of Fact 

1. D.90-09-059 resolved all outstanding cost allocation 
issues as they pertain to ~uz. 

2. This decision addresses the allocation but not the 
reasonableness of costs incurred by Edison in interconnecting the 
QF projects of Luz and CalEnergy . 
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3. In light of Edison's testimony concerning the larq$ 
~a9nitude of increased line losses OV$r the near term, and 9i ven . 
that line loss savings will total less than $1 million (net prese"nt 
value) for aU" years after construction ot the 22() kV'"Krarner-Vict6r 
line, it appears ~ore likely than not that the overall effect of 
the 115 kV rebuild will be to increase line losses. 

4. In any event, the record here does not clearly 
demonstrate the e~istence of any system-wide benefit in the area of 

line loss savings. 
5. ~he record does not demonstrate that the 115 kV rebuild 

will be required to accommodate regional growth. 
6. ~he record does not demonstrate that Edison would have 

required a third transformer bank at the victor substation within 
the foreseeable future. 

7. Edison's amendment to its RAg does not by itself 
demonstrate that the 115 kV rebuild increased system capacity by 50 

MW • 
8. The cost of the 115 kV rebuild is approximately 

$11 Dilliol"l. 
9. It is unclear whether the" LUg 0 transformers will provide 

systen-wide benefits, although it appears possible that Edison may 
be ahle to use the surplus capacity on the tranSformers. 

10. In the absence of any clear shoving of system-vide 
benefits, CalEnergy should pay its share of the costs of the Lugo 

transformers. 
11. ~he Lugo transformer upgrade was intended to accollunod.ate 

630 HW of QF generation from calEntn"gy and Luz. CalEnergy's pl"ants 
are responsible for 150 KW (or 23.si) of that 630 KW. Therefore, 
CalEnergy should be responsible for 23.8% of the cost of the Lugo 

" transformer upgrade. 
12. Edison pernitted calEnergy to install the 220 kV 

conductors on Edison's t6~ers from near Inyokern to Kramer at no 
charge to CalEnergy. The conductors installed on Edison's 
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towers benefited calEnet9Y but provide nO systea-wlde henefits. 
13. The record does not 'show-that ldis6n's future use 6f 

these 220 kV conductors will inpOse any incremental costs on 
calEnergy. 

14. ~he record does not demonstrate any systen-wide benefits 
associated with other ancillary facilities which are the subject of 

this proceeding. 
15. It is reasonable to allocate to CaiEnergy 23.S\ of the 

costs of the Kramer substation capacitor banks. 
conclusions of Law 

1. In the absence of any clear showing of system-wide 
benefits, calEnergy should pay its share of the costs of the 
faoilities which are the subject of Phase II. 

2. ~he commission should allocate to calEnerqy all of the 
unallocated costs of the 115 kV rebuild. 

3. ~he commission should allocate to calEnerqy 23.8% of the 
costs of the Lugo transformer upgrade, based on the relative 
proportions Of the project designed to serve CalEnergy and LUz. 

4. The commission should not leave open the question of 
whether Edison's ratepayers in the future shoUld haVe to pay for 
the use of the 220 kV conductors installed·frolll near Inyokern to 

Kramer. 
5. The Commission should allocate to CalEnergy 23.8% of the 

costs of the Kramer substation capacitor banks. 
6. The commission should ailocate to CalEnergy all of the 

unallocated costs of other ancillary facilities which are the 
subject" of this proceeding • 
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IT IS OQDEREDthatt 
1. All unallocated costs of faoilities which are the subjeot 

of phase II of ~his'proceedin9 shall be allocated to Caiiforriia 
Energy company, 11'16. (CalEnerqy) e~cept that 23.S\ 6f the costs 6£ 
the capaoitor banks at the Kramer substation and 23.S\ of the costs 
of the'Lugo transformers shall be allocated. to CalEnerqy. 

2. BecaUse this decision resOlves all outstanding matters in 
this proceeding, this proceeding is closed. 

This order is effeotive today. 
Dated October 6, 1992, at San Francisco, california. 

DANIEL WIn. FESSLER 
President' 

JOHN B. OHANIAN 
PATRICIA M. ECKERT 
NORMAN D. SlItTmlAY-; 

commissioners 
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